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“CLIMATE CHANGE WON'T
STOP BECAUSE OF THE
PANDEMIC"

CHINA PLEDGES
CARBON NEUTRALITY
BY 2026
Chinese President Xi Jingping has announced
that China will become carbon neutral by
2060 in a virtual speech to the United
Nations General Assembly.

China has insisted it will hit peak in carbon
dioxide emissions before 2030 and is the
country's first commitment to lowering
emissions.
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Climate Justice Revolution says that the
"Pandemic can't stop [them] from making
change".

The environment club at Worle Community
School Academy (WCSA) has faced multiple
challenges throughout 2020 because of the
pandemic. However, the group has no plans
to stop making change at the ever improving
academy in Weston-super-Mare.

Group leader Jack Clark said "We've
persevered throughout the pandemic and we
will continue throughout..." Continued Page 2



Climate Justice Revolution says that the "Pandemic can't
stop [them] from making change".

The environment club at Worle Community School
Academy (WCSA) has faced multiple challenges throughout
2020 because of the pandemic. However, the group has no
plans to stop making change at the ever improving
academy in Weston-super-Mare.

Group leader Jack Clark said "We've persevered throughout
the pandemic and we will continue throughout this year no
matter what challenges are thrown away".

He added, "Climate change won't stop for the pandemic
and the pandemic can't stop us from vastly improving our
school".

In the past year, CJR has worked with the school's
leadership team as well as the multi-academy trust it is a
part of to implement EV spaces, recycling and a 3 year
climate plan for The Priory Learning Trust. 

“CLIMATE CHANGE WON'T STOP
BECAUSE OF THE PANDEMIC"
SAYS CJR

Worle Community School Academy has
made yet another step towards reducing
their carbon footprint by introducing
electric vehicle charging points.

Electric vehicles, or EVs, are vehicles
that run on electric rather than petrol
and are a more environmentally friendly
alternative.

Neville Coles, CEO of The Priory
Learning Trust which runs the school,
said, "Through grant aid and with a mind
to the environment and green energy
delighted to see these appearing today".

He continued to say "Very happy to
encourage sustainable travel within our
Trust".

Mary Leonard, head of CJR (the school's
environment group), added "Hugely
pleased that even in given the difficulties
we have faced in 2020 Worle School has
managed to get these installed!".

The chargers were installed after talks
between CJR and the school's leadership
team on how to reduce the carbon
footprint of the school and The Priory
Learning Trust.
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE
CHARGING INSTALLED
AT WCSA



Chinese President Xi Jingping has announced that China
will become carbon neutral by 2060 in a virtual speech to
the United Nations General Assembly.

China has insisted it will peak in carbon dioxide emissions
before 2030 and is the country's first commitment to
lowering emissions.

The announcement comes as a surprise to many due to a
large part of China's economy depending on fossil fuels
and with the country being the worlds worst for pollution
levels.

President Xi Jingping has promised to soon release a 5 year
plan which could potentially shift China from being the
worst global offender to the being a world leader on
climate change.

The new plan comes as the European Union was putting
pressure on China to scale up Nationally Determined
Contributions which are pledges countries make on the
reduction of their emissions.

CHINA PLEDGES CARBON
NEUTRALITY BY 2026

The Priory Learning Trust (TPLT) has
set new climate goals in an effort to
become one of the greenest multi-
academy trust in the country.

TPLT is an inspirational multi-academy
trust based in Somerset that runs 6
schools in the south west.

It has committed to reducing it's carbon
footprint every year and promoting
multiple initiatives across the schools
including sustainable travel, biodiversity
and energy management.

These commitments by the Trust makes
it one of the best in the region in terms
of it's commitments to the environment.
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PRIORY LEARNING
TRUST SETS CLIMATE
TARGET

L'OREAL LAUNCHES
RECYCLING SCHEME
Cosmetics brand L'Oreal has launched a
recycling scheme for its make-up brand
Maybelline.

The scheme called 'Make-up Not Make
Waste' has already been launched in
Tesco and Superdug stores with
participating Boots and Sainsbury's
stores starting the scheme at the end of
September.



A New York clock has been reprogrammed to countdown
to when the climate catastrophe will become irreversible
according to scientists.

The Metronome clock has displayed the time for the last
fifteen years in Union Square, Manhattan in a rather
unique way. The clock counted the hours to and from
midnight but now counts down to a much more pressing
issue.

The Climate Clock, as it was called by artists Andrew Boyd
and Gan Golan, was displayed all day on the 27th
September to mark the end of Climate Week.

NEW YORK COUNTS DOWN TILL
CLIMATE CATASTROPHE

Most of the wildfires are human
caused except for a few that were
reportedly caused by fallen power
lines

Since the beginning of 2020,
wildfires have burned more than 4.6
million acres of land nationally

It is reported that over 30 people
have lost their lives to the fires

There has been 7, 982 incidents
already in 2020. That's 122 more than
last year

8,100 structures have been destroyed

Five of the top ten worst wildfires in
California's history have taken place
this year

Due to unique weather conditions,
the smoke from the fires covered the
sky in many places in California and
turned it orange

The West Coast 2020 wildfires in the
USA have been some of the worst in
living memory. Here's a quick summary
of everything you need to know:
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EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
THE CALIFORNIA
FIRES

CALIFORNIA WILDFIRES TURN
SKY ORANGE

Smoke from wildfires across the state of California caused
the sky to turn orange as it blocked out sunlight.

Strong winds blew ash and smoke into the air from some of
the 28 major blazes and affected cities such as San
Francisco.

According to the Governor of Oregon, this is "a once in a
lifetime" event that could cause great harm to residents.



A ban, which makes the sale of plastic straws, cotton buds
and stirrers illegal, came into force on the 1st of October.

The ban was originally meant to begin in April, but was
delayed over cleanliness concerns because of the pandemic.

Environment Secretary George Eustice said the
government was "firmly committed" to tackling plastic
waste. Environmental campaigners have approved the ban
but have said the government needs to go further.

The ban will still allow hospitals, bars and restaurants to
provide them for those with disabilities or medical
conditions. President Trump did not discuss his

administrations boost of fossil fuel
production despite it being a major
part of his campaign
Trump instead praised electric
vehicles and tree planting but got his
facts wrong about both.
He also continued to deny the
impacts of global warming
Donald Trump criticised opponent
Joe Biden for not fixing climate
change in his 47 years in politics
Former Vice-President Joe Biden
outlined specific aspects of the
Democrat's 'Green New Deal'

He aims to retrofit 4 million
buildings in his first 4 years
Biden wants to achieve carbon-
free electricity by 2035

Biden also corrected President
Trump after Trump claimed his plan
would cost $100 trillion when it is in
fact estimated to cost $2 trillion
Biden later chose to distance himself
from what has been described as the
'radical Green New Deal' by instead
referring to it as 'The Biden Plan'

The 2020 presidential election in the
United States of America is one that has
the attention of the world. 

The first debate, which was held on the
30th of September, was one of chaos and
confusion for many Americans.

However,  one of the many important
topics discussed by the candidates was
climate change. So here is a quick round
up of what was discussed:

PLASTIC BAG PRICE TO
DOUBLE NEXT YEAR
The price of a plastic bag will be doubled to 10 pence and
applied to all shops from 2021 according to DEFRA.

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA) has announced the move 5 years after the original
5p bag charge was introduced in England.

Since the fee was first introduced, an estimated 15 billion
bags have been taken out of circulation.

ELECTION 2020:
CLIMATE CHANGE
AT THE FIRST
DEBATE

PLASTIC STRAW BAN NOW
IN PLACE IN ENGLAND
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